At ABB Cewe in Sweden we have a long experience in designing and producing high quality industrial plugs & sockets. Our focus is to supply demanding customers with products which are perfect for their specific application.

We like to say that our products are targeting permanent installation for temporary power, what we mean is that even if industrial plugs & sockets by nature are used for temporary power our products are designed to and shall be used over and over again. Our customers appreciate the fact that when the plug and the socket are connected the connection is safe and reliable.

In harsh conditions the high quality is sometimes not enough, when not connected the pins of the plug are exposed to the environment. To keep the pins in best shape for next connection, our accessory series GP should be used. GP is a series of protective covers produced from resilient and flexible EPDM rubber. It seals the plug and protect the pins; the smart and simple design does the job when in place and hangs on to the plug even when the plug is connected. The protective cover GP is produced from resilient and flexible EPDM rubber. GP are well-proven products that have been available for many years. We have recently updated the set up for the GP series and are now able to give a more attractive price.

Contact your area sales manager at ABB Cewe for updated transfer price.
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